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Abstract
A recently proposed renormalization
group technique, based on the hierarchical structures
fluctuating geometry, is implemented in the model of branched polymers. The renormalization
solved analytically, and the flow in coupling constant space can be determined.

1. Introduction
The renormalization
group is one of the most important concepts in field theory and in the theory of
critical phenomena. It uses two important concepts:
“blocking” of regions of space and “blocked fields”
which are defined in terms of the fields in the original
regions.
In theories like quantum gravity where the fields
themselves determine space the blocking of regions of
space becomes a non-trivial notion. A variety of methods have been proposed [ l-61. Here we will study a
model for which the methods proposed in [ 21 and further developed in [ 31 can be implemented and the cor’ Permanent address: Institute of Comp. Science, Jagellonian University, ul. Nawojki 11, 30-072, Krakow, Poland.
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present in theories with
group equations can be

responding renormalization
group equations solved.
The model is the so-called branched polymer model
[ 7-91. While this model indeed is a toy model, it is
an appropriately chosen toy model: Whenever models
of fluctuating geometry are studied, branched polymers appear naturally unless coupling constants are
chosen with care. In two-dimensional
quantum gravity, viewed as a statistical model via dynamical triangulations, it is generally believed that the theory
degenerates to a theory of branched polymers if the
central charge c of the matter fields coupled to twodimensional gravity is sufficiently large. Maybe it even
happens for all values of c > 1. In three- and fourdimensional quantum gravity, again studied via dynamical triangulations, it is known that the weak coupling phase, i.e. the phase with a small bare gravitational coupling constant, is a phase of branched
polymers [ 10,111. Since two- and four-dimensional
quantum gravity, implemented via dynamical triangulations, are precisely the models where renormalization group techniques have been applied, it seems ap-
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propriate to study the method used in [ 31 for branched
polymers.

(NJ = $$$

2. The BP-model

c

P(T),

(1)

7-U

where I denotes the ensemble of rooted, planted trees
and
p(T)

= $9;’

. . . t: . . .

(2)

The ti’s can be viewed as the weights given to vertices
of order i + 1 relative to the root vertex which by
definition has weight 1, i.e. we have
Z(t)

= to + tl)t1 + t,tp + . . . + tit, + . . .

(3)

We will consider the ti’s as our coupling constants and
further assume ti > 0, although there exist so-called
multicritical BP-models where some weights can be
negative [ 81.
The partition function Z satisfies the known equation (see [S]):

z

(4)

=3(Z),

where
3(Z)

=

2

&Zi.

(6)

1

Let us define the model of branched polymers (the
BP-model).
We consider the ensemble of planar rooted planted
trees. A tree is a graph without closed loops. A rooted
tree is a tree with one marked vertex and planted tree
is a tree where the degree of the root (i.e. number of
branches) is one. We call the marked vertex and the
link emerging from it the root of the planted tree. Two
planted trees are considered as distinct if they cannot
be mapped on each other by a continuous deformation
of the plane such that the root of one tree is mapped
to the root of the other tree.
The grand canonical partition function is defined as

Z(t) =

following properties. The average number of vertices
of type i above the root is given by

(5)

i=O

Sometimes it will be convenient to emphasize that
3(Z)
can be viewed as a function of both t and Z.
We will in these situations write 3( t; Z). We note the

and if we denote by N the total number
above the root we get from (5)

’

(N) =

(Ni) = tiZi-‘(N).

1-3’(Z)’

of vertices

(7)

It is seen that the critical behavior is governed by the
function
R(x) = 1-3’(x)

= 1 -tl

-2t2x-3t3x2--.~

(8)

The equations
R(Z(f))

= 0,

z(t)

= J=(Z(t)),

(9)

where Z(t) > 0 and ti 2 0 will determine a critical surface in the space of coupling constants ti
in the sense that the “volume” (N) diverges when
R( Z( t)) -+ 0 for certain values of the coupling
constant.
It is easily shown that 3’(Z)
has the interpretation as the generating function for branched polymers
with a marked vertex of order 1 a link distance one
from the root, and by iteration that (3’(Z) )” is the
generating function for branched polymers with one
marked vertex of order 1 separated a link distance IZ
from the root. This function can be viewed as the twopoint function G( IZ) in the fractal geometry generated
by the branched polymers [ 81 and we have
G(n)

= ,nro@‘(z)

_+ e--R(z)n

(10)

for R( 2) -+ 0. It is seen that R(Z) acts like a mass,
and the scaling limit is again controlled by R(Z) --f 0.
A generic point on the critical surface will correspond to branched polymers. In fact, let us consider a
critical point t; away from the tl = 1 boundary of the
critical surface and introduce the notation Z, = Z ( t") .
It follows that Z, > 0 and R’(Z,) < 0 for a solution
to R( Z,) = 0. Let us (for simplicity) approach the
critical point from a point t away from the critical surface by a deformation tl = t; + Atl, and t, = ti for
n + 1. To lowest order we have

~R’(Z~)(AZ)~

+ atlzi= 0,

(11)
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which shows that AZ goes like fi,
the critical behavior which characterizes branched polymers.
The structure of the critical surface becomes more
transparent if we note that it follows from the definition
of Z(t) and (4)) (5) that we can write

$$H(f*,
&, . . . ,),
1

Z(t) =
R(Z)

95

to

tl

= 1

t

(12)

= (1 -tt)K(&t”3,...),

(13)
-

t1

where
(14)
K(f)

= (1-2t”2H(Q

-3t”P(fl-...)

(15)

and where H( f2, f3, . . .) has a convergent power expansion in fi’s around fi = 0, with H(O,O, . . .) = 1.
Eq. ( 13) shows that critical behavior (i.e. R(Z) -+
0) can be obtained if either K( t”> -+ 0 or tt + 1. In
the first case we have the branched polymer situation
shown in ( 11). If tt + 1 while the t;l’s are constant we
have a new kind of critical behavior, which we denote
weakly branched polymers. In the simplest case where
all t,, = 0 for n > 1
z(t)

= *,

(16)

1

the critical behavior of a linear chain (a polymer)
with a chemical potential tt per chain link (the vertices
of order two). When tl + 1 for constant 6%‘~we have

i.e.

(iv) =

K(f)

l
(l-

l

to =c(l-

t+L

(20)

This implies that Z(t)
t1)’

(No) -+ const,

(N

’

)

‘I

=

fnH”-‘(0
K(F)

*

(18)

This limit has an interpretation in terms of polymers
which are allowed to branch and break. Let po be
the probability per unit polymer length of breaking,
the probability per unit length of branching
P2,P3>*-.
in 3,4,. . . linear pieces. If the polymers are made of
pieces of length a we have
to = ape,

It is seen that the limit a --+ 0 corresponds to weakly
branched polymers since the $,‘s are only functions of
the pi’s.
Eq. (19) describes the approach to the point t =
(0, l,O,O,. . .) but the structure ( 13) is more general.
Assume that the tk’s, k > 1 are non-negative constants
and let 12> 1 be the smallest integer for which t, > 0,
assuming it exists. In this case only t;, survives in the
limit tl --+ 1 and

tz=apz,...,

-+ 0 and

(17)

while (N,) stay finite in the limit tl -+ 1 for IZ # 1:

(No) = H(f)K(f)

Fig. 1. The phase to, tl part of the phase diagram. The thick line
symbolizes the critical surface for fixed tn, n > 1. t is the initial
choice of coupling constants. The flow to t* is obtained by the
renormalization
group transformation
and corresponds to a flow to
a finite linear chain. The approach to r, at the critical surface leads
to the generic BP while the approach to the critical surface along
the dashed line leads to the weakly branched polymers. Finally,
the arrow at the critical surface indicates the flow on the critical
surface towards tl = 1 under the action of the renormalization
group transformations.

1 - t1 = c
i#l

ti.

(19)

Wl) -+ &

(PI,) --f const
(21)

while all other (Ni)‘s are either identically zero or
approach zero for tl --+ 1.
The different ways of approaching the critical surface are illustrated in Fig. 1. It is of course possible
to fine-tune the approach to the critical surface such
that both tl -+ 1 and K( t? + 0 and obtain a hybrid between weakly branched polymers and ordinary
branched polymers. Note the different role of the coupling constants ti, i 2 2 at the boundary tl = 1 and
for tl < 1 at the critical surface.
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3. RG equations
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These redefinitions
z({ti}>

can be put in a RG equation:

- to = .z((ti”‘}>.

(23

In [ 2,3] the following procedure was suggested as
a replacement for the conventional blocking of cells
in real space renormalization
group transformations
in the case of fluctuating geometry: cut away the last
generation of baby universe outgrowths, i.e. baby universes which are not themselves contained in any baby
universes. This was viewed as a way to cut away fine
structure details and in a general model with many
coupling constants the new fractal structure should be
obtained by a change in coupling constants. In this
way successive cutting should induce a renormalization group flow in the coupling constant space.
Let us apply the construction to the BP-model. The
vertices can be classified as outer vertices, i.e. the vertices of order one, and inner vertices. The marked vertex at the root has a special status and is not allowed to
be touched. The renormalization
group transformation
consists of cutting away all outer vertices and their associated links. Every rooted tree can be obtained from
another tree by this procedure, but they will have a
new weight

where differentiation is with respect to X. According to
(7) (N) depends only on F’(x) and is consequently
an invariant under the renormalization
group transformation.
Eqs. (26) will be the central point of this discussion.
They can be used to study the flow of the coupling
constants ti under the action of RG. We can iterate
(26) and obtain the following recursion relation

p”‘(z-)

F+‘)(X)

=

c

p’O’(z-‘),

(22)

Observe that the transformation
to the following redefinition of Z:

(24) corresponds

= z - to,

z(l)

.z(‘) = FT(t; x) lx=to+Z(II - 3( t; x) Jx=to
$qZ(‘))

(26)

where F(‘)( Z(l)) is defined as _F( Z), just using t(l)
and Z(t) variables. It follows by definition that
= F(l)‘(

F’(t;n)ln=z

t’, x> In=ZW1

=@)(F)(O)

+x>

(27)

- F(k)(O),

I’:RG(‘T’)=I

F(O)(x)
where the sum is over all trees 7’ which after the
transformation coincide with 7. The trees 7’ are generated by taking a tree I and i) adding one or more
outer vertices (and associated links) to all outer vertices in T (which then cease to be outer vertices in T’)
and ii) adding zero or more outer vertices (and associated links) as neighbors to the inner vertices. Notice
that the trees T’ will always be different from the root
term consisting of a single link with two vertices, the
marked one and an outer vertex. This means that p(l)
will not contain the term to.
It is not too difficult to convince oneself that
= @Al’/t(p(ty/tp

p’]‘(T)

(23)
which corresponds
coupling constants
tp
(1)

t1

to the following redefinition
ti

of the

_

1 J’.vt;x)

I!

ax1

L=to

(28)
changes in Z are

Zfk+U = Z(k) -3’@(O),
Z(O) = Z.

(29)

where Zck) satisfies
Z(k) =J+‘(Z(~)).
Fqs. (29) and (30) can be solved
F(k) (x) = F( ‘yk + x) - ak ,
= F(ak)

>

tug =o.

(31)

Similarly

The fixed point of these equations
1 > 0.

(30)

ZCk) = Z - ak.

= F( t; x) Ix=@- to,

-

The corresponding

ak+l

. . .p’O’(l),

= F(X).

(24)

F(k)(X)

(32)
is

-+ F’*(X) =F(CYy* +x> - a*,
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ZCk) -+ z* = z - (y*

(33)

9

where a* satisfies
(34)

If we start out with an arbitrary set of (nonnegative) coupling constants ti the partition function
will either be divergent (Z = F’(Z) has no solution)
or it will have one or two solutions. In case it has one
solution R(Z) = 0 and we are at the critical surface,
but generically it will have two solutions, of which we
should choose the one with the smallest value of Z.
Applying the transformation
group the coupling constants will flow to t*, characterized by (Y*. However,
we know from (34) and (4) that
a? = z(t).

(35)

In other words
z* = 0,
=&Xl,
f=l

(36)

to* =o,

where the coefficients t; are the Taylor expansion
efficients of F(x) around a point x = (Y*= Z(t)

co-

(37)
The k -+ 03 limit of (30) and (31) can be described
by putting
“k =(Y* -&k.

(38)

Close to the fixed point we get from Lyk+t = F( CYk)
&k+l

%

?-‘(CY*)&k
=

In addition

for k -+ cm. It is easy to check that
(Nik’) --+ 0,

a* = J=(a*).

3*(X)

97

(1-&y)
Sk-

(39)

for i > 1 since Zck) --+ 0, while t; and (N) are
fixed under repeated application of the renormalization
transformation. It is clear that we simply end up with
a linear chain length (N). The flow is shown in Fig. 1.

4. Discussion
The flow of coupling constants under the action of
the renormalization
group transformation used here is
such that we move away from the critical line corresponding to branched polymers and directly to a
linear chain of the same volume. The usual situation
when applying the renormalization
group transformations starting at a point in coupling constant space
close to the critical surface is that one moves towards
the critical surface in the first couple of steps since the
irrelevant operators will dominate the blocking in the
first few iterations. Eventually, after repeated applications of the renormalization
group transformations
one moves away from the critical surface in the direction dictated by the most relevant operator. In the
BP-model all coupling constants t,, n > 1 correspond
to relevant couplings and repeated application immediately move us away from the critical surface. The
only trace of being close to critical surface is that the
approach to t* will be slower as (N) increases. If we
place ourself at the critical surface the iteration of the
renormalization
group will not remove us away from
this surface and we will move towards the critical point
tT = 1. The approach to t* will not be exponentially
fast in the number of iterations k, as was the case for
finite (N) in Eqs. (39) and (40). Rather, it is replaced
by a power approach in k:
2
&k = _R’(cu*)k’

we have

(42)

tik) = -+?(rY*)ek,

(43)

Zck’ = ek

(k) =F(ak)

t0

-“k

x

Ek

W) ’

which results in the following

behavior

(40)

and in effect
(Nhk’) = g(N)

+ 1,

(41)

/x,(k)\
{‘Vi
‘)
= 0( (l/k)‘-‘).
(N)

(44)
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Approaching
the critical point t; = 1 the branched
polymer becomes more and more like a weakly
branched polymer of the simplest kind, i.e. corresponding to n = 2.
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